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Hip-hip-hooray Speak Out is 10 years old! Welcome to the Spring edition of
Speak Out and join us in celebrating this momentous anniversary. In this
exciting new issue look out for recommendations of diverse books and the
reviews that follow, and find out what book character trope you are with
our brilliant quiz. If you’re looking for a phenomenal piece of fiction from
a local Welland Park Academy student, then have a look at Niamh’s story.
Another piece of work from the winner of a crime fiction writing competition
at Robert Smyth Academy is also well worth a read, as is my article on antihomeless architecture for an informative piece of writing. We have an article
about local author Tamsin Winter based on her interview with the Speak Out
team. Our Travelling Forward community have recently done some science
experiments, see the pictures on page 5, and on the following page check
out our Speak Out team as we step into the spotlight with our very own
profiles. Celebrate the launch of our new website with us and read about our
anniversary coming up this spring and the party we will be throwing.
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For this issue w
e were inspired
by the 25th
Anniversary of
World Book Day
.
There is a
growing deman
d for representa
tion in media
and so we asked
young people fr
om schools,
youth groups an
d Travelling Forw
ard
sessions across
Market Harboro
ugh about
whether they fe
el represented in
the books
they read.

Do you see yourself
represented in the
books that you read?

43%
57% NO

e to
Sometimes I hav
search but I know
do
that some books
I find that the
genre that I read
represents both
me and my family

YES

In most
books I can
see myself

You never read about
any travellers in books
– apart from my granny
and grandad, there is a
book about them!

I tend to read books
that move away from
what I know- so I can
educate myself

I find my
family set up
isn’t very well
portrayed

Book Recommendations By Mei Kawagoe

The Sun is Also a Star by Nicola Yoon

Everything I never told you by Celeste Ng

This novel is the sun. It’s also a star. It explores
science, fate, chances and that thing called the
Universe. Natasha and Daniel; Daniel and Natasha.
Two teenagers and polar opposites, but both filled
with big sky dreams and unbridled rage. With
everything they leave unsaid. They find solace in
each other, in the core of New York City, in the
space of a day. Life’s not fair and humans drift apart
and the grit of it all gets caught in your eyes. And
yet this novel crackles with the defiance of hope,
whimsy. Love.

A bracing, extraordinary portrayal of growing up
bi-racial Asian in a white picket fence, oh-so-perfect
small town. “Lydia is dead. But they don’t know this
yet.” And so it begins, a novel that is less a thriller
and more a tender, incisive exploration of the scars
of suburbia; the joy and conflict of being bi-racial;
the knots and thorns of a family just trying their best
and getting it wrong. It’s beautiful and scorching
and most of all, it’s an act of redemption.

Pet by Akwaeke Emezi
Pet is suffused with two things: honesty and
hope. Like all stories, it asks: ‘What if?’ What is so
extraordinary is how it answers it. It imagines a
utopian world in which all the monsters are slain–
and surely none remain? Akwaeke Emezi wrote
that “I wrapped hope up in a story - here is a world
without prisons and police, in which a black trans
girl is loved and cherished.” And Emezi’s ‘little spell’
grown large is a stunning novel. It does what good
writing does: throws off the dust sheets of society
and peels off the protective coating of people, to
show you the truth.
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City Beautiful by Aden Polydoros
A visceral, gorgeous and magic novel that
immerses you into the Jewish community during
the1893 Chicago World Fair and gets into your
bones. It follows Alter, named after an old man who
cheated death, who is quietly trying to survive in a
cruel world and attempting to bring the rest of his
family together. But young Jewish boys are being
brutally murdered, including Yakov, Alter’s friend,
whose dybbuk (spirit) possesses Alter until he can
find justice. It’s a poignant, exquisite story, where
monsters are fought, fierce, euphoric queer love
triumphs and unlikely friendships bloom.

An Interview With Tamsin Winter
By Amelia Wilson

Tamsin Winter has a magical way with words that
has produced three award-winning books with
more to come. Her writing is relatable, intriguing
and is known for its hard-hitting themes with a twist
of comedy. Her novels touch on real-life issues such
as self-image, bullying and feeling powerless at
home.
“In order to be a writer, you have to be a reader”.
In the 1980s life was a little different
from what we know now. The world
of electronics was nowhere near
as developed and kids had to find
alternative ways of spending their
time. Tamsin filled her time reading
books and has been writing since
she was 8 or 9 years old. Writing
was all she wanted to do. She wrote
her first proper book, ‘Elvis the
Miserable Mood Bug’, for her niece
when she was a baby; the first book
she had published was ‘Being Ms
Nobody’ which came out in 2017.
She is currently writing her fourth
book, which is a slight change from
her previous works as it has a more
fantastical storyline.

had refused to go to school for
a week because she was
embarrassed, and she had
also dropped out of her
cricket team. It reminded
Tamsin of all the body issues
she herself had when she was
in high school. This influenced
‘Jemima Small vs The Universe’.
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Another point of inspiration
came from an Instagram post
from Gwyneth Paltrow and her
daughter, Apple. Gwyneth had
promised that she wouldn’t post
any pictures of Apple online
but then she did. Apple then
commented on the post saying,
“You said you wouldn’t post any
photos of me,” and Gwyneth
replied, “You can’t even see your
face”. Tamsin thought about
how Gwyneth had pushed her
daughter’s feelings aside. She
realised this is apparent in a lot of
parent-child relationships and that
Photography by Shoot it Momma
a lot of parents assume they know
best. This influenced ‘Girl (in Real Life)’.
Tamsin expresses herself through writing, it is
Tamsin’s favourite characters are the silly ones
where she is most comfortable. Tamsin likes to
and she really liked writing Spud’s character in
write things that are highly emotional and difficult to
‘Girl (in Real Life)’. She enjoyed writing a parody
talk about. She tries to add comedy into
of the cliché in American movies where teenagers
everything to make even the tensest,
hang out with each other by climbing through their
hard-to-read scenes entertaining
bedroom windows. She misses her characters after
and relatable. Tamsin says ‘Jemima
she finishes writing them.
Small’ was tricky to write about. Her
favourite scene is where Jemima’s
When asked what book she would like to live in,
teacher says Jemima is hard to
Tamsin said she would live in ‘The Never Ending
defeat, so Jemima goes home
Story’, (her favourite book) or a Jane Austen novel
and writes that on her mirror.
with fancy balls.

The best thing
about writing is
that you can do
it anywhere

Tamsin’s inspiration comes from things that she has
read and real-life stories. She once read an article
about a girl who was weighed at school and had a
letter sent home saying she was obese. The article
was all written from the mother’s perspective and
Tamsin wondered how the daughter felt about it.
She did more research and found that the daughter

Tamsin says, “The best thing about
writing is that you have to think
about it.’”

In order to be a
writer, you have
to be a reader

She likes writing about inspiring
moments and enjoys writing in
different places wherever inspiration hits you.

For more information check out Tamsin’s website www.tamsinwinter.com
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what book character
type are you?
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Travelling Forward
Our Travelling Forward group had fun trying out some
experiments in one of their sessions. This one demonstrated
how mixing bicarbonate of soda with vinegar produced
enough gas to blow up a balloon.
What you need to do
this experiment:
Bicarbonate of soda
Vinegar
Empty small plastic bottle
Balloon
Paper to make a funnel

What to do:
Using the funnel, pour enough
bicarbonate of soda into the
plastic bottle to cover the bottom
by about 2cm
Pour some vinegar into the
balloon
Attach the end of the balloon to
the top of the plastic bottle
Tip the vinegar inside the balloon
into the bottle while attached
You should see it start to inflate
straight away!
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SPEAK OUT
PROFILES
Name: Mei Kawagoe / Age: 17
I’m an English Literature, History,
French and Art History student.
I also have a weekend job
and walk my dog (who looks like
an ageing lion/giraffe).
Speak Out is a really engaging
youth-led, youth-run, community-centred magazine.
We must listen to young people because they’re
the next generation, the future and it is so important
that everyone feels heard and has the chance to
speak, and to listen.
10 years ago everything was nice and it was the
12/12/12 and that was bittersweet because I really
wanted to see another date like that and knew I had
to live until 100ish but I was determined to make it.
In 10 years’ time, hopefully I will be working in the
international art markets/diplomacy; have a Lady
Dior bag; speak a kaleidoscope of languages; eat
Black Forest gateau and have a balcony/rooftop
garden.
Name: Ivy Huang / Age: 16
I write short stories in my spare
time.
The best thing about being part
of Speak Out is: being in a team
where ideas are welcomed.
It’s really important to listen to
young people because: young people are the next
generation of thinkers with ideas that can shape
new ways of living.
10 years ago: I was a kid who was very interested in
watching action movies 24/7.
In 10 years’ time I really hope to: be an author and
potentially get back into art.
Name: Erin Hickey / Age: 14
I am currently in year 10 and when
I’m out of the classroom I enjoy
reading novels that are relevant to
today’s world and thinking of new
ideas for creative writing.
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The best thing about Speak Out is having the
freedom to think imaginatively and come up with
bright and exuberant ideas for articles within the
magazine.
It’s important to listen to young people as we are a
vital part of the future. Adding to this, we have the
power to evoke change both globally and nationally.
In 10 years I hope to be fulfilling a career within a
field of work involving science. Also, I hope to still
be able to support and guide the next generation of
young people to share and promote their ideas.
Though I don’t remember what I wanted to be10
years ago, my imagination was at its peak and
ideas would just roam wild around my mind for
games to play with my friends. Looking back this
has probably stayed with me to some degree and
now is utilized within my writing.
Name: Amelia Wilson / Age: 17
I am a babysitter and a college student.
The best thing about being part
of Speak Out is: being able
to develop my writing skills whilst
writing interesting and inspiring
articles.
It’s really important to listen to
young people because: everyone has a
little pearl of knowledge inside of them. Sometimes
good ideas come from the most unexpected
places. You can gain wisdom from anywhere even
the smallest of children.
10 years ago: I was probably having a nap.
In 10 years’ time I really hope to be able to help
improve other people’s lives.
Name: Olivia Hall / Age: 16
I’m a sixth form student, an avid reader,
photographer and film enthusiast.
I thoroughly enjoy Speak Out
and I have been a member
for years. It has been a great
experience to get a chance to
expand my knowledge on lots of
new subjects.
10 years ago I was 4ft tall. Now I’m 6ft 1.
Time really does fly.
10 years from now I hope to be a barrister as I’m
highly interested in law.

The Speak Out Team are working with the creative writing group at
Welland Park Academy and for this edition came up with a brief to write
a modern-day fairy tale. Here is a modern twist on ‘The Glass Slipper’.

The Glass Slipper
By Niamh Whelan

“Who’s that?” I yell in Adam’s ear, louder than
intended. Though I doubt anyone could hear us
over the music being blasted behind us.

“I’ve never seen her here
before. I wanna talk to her.”
I steal a few glances in
her direction - nothing too
obvious. She’s wearing a blue
top with flowing sleeves and
a dark pair of jeans. What
stands out most about her,
however, is her bright red
sneakers. I could see them
from across the room.
Adam takes a swig of his
juice, not bothering to even
look at her. “She’s, like, never
at school. I’m surprised she
even came to the dance.”

Photo by Alessia C_Jpg on Unsplash

“Huh? Oh, her? That’s Ella.” Adam turns around,
vibrant disco lights flashing across his face. He
holds a cup in his hand, containing some sort of
dark beverage. Probably just Ribena.

“Should I introduce myself?” I
chew at my nails. She stands
in the corner of the room, studiously reading a
poster advertising the school dance. It states: END
OF SCHOOL BALL in huge letters.
“I mean,” he finally looks over to her, pulling a
disgusted expression, “you might be the first person
to even talk to her this year. But, if you can live with
that, then sure. Why not.”
Adam takes a final gulp of his drink. “I’m gonna go
get some more juice. Have fun.”
I gulp. “I’ll try.”
Adam wanders off. I see Ella leaning against the
wall now, tapping her red shoes to the beat of
the song. Carefully, I navigate my way around the
screaming groups of my dancing classmates.

That’s when my father bumps into me. He’s a
member of the PTA, which is the only reason I’m
even slightly popular at this school. “Henry Prince!”
my dad addresses me by my full name, for some
reason, “Have you found a good girl to dance with
yet?”
I nervously look past my father’s shoulder, making
sure Ella is still there. She’s
gone. Oh no. I haven’t missed
my chance, have I? “No, dad.
Not yet.”
My dad chuckles at my
blushing face. “Okay then. I’ll
leave you to it, shall I? Looks
like Adam’s at the buffet. Great,
not again! ADAM, NO!” My
father stomps off to the other
side of the room, and I sigh in
relief.
I glance around. That’s when
I catch sight of her shoes. I
look up to see her running out
the door. It’s barely just turned
midnight, why is she already
leaving?
I shove past the crowds of students. I keep my
eye on the door, as sweaty people cross my path,
the vivid lights flashing past my vision. I reach the
doorway, gasping for air as the cool breeze hits me.
The front stairs of my school descend before me.
I can barely see Ella running down the road. I’ve
missed my opportunity - she’s already gone.
I sit down on the step beneath my feet, cursing
under my breath. As my head falls into my hands, I
notice something beside me. A single red sneaker,
sitting on the stairs.
I reach over. Folded between the worn laces is a
slip of paper.
Hi, Henry. Here’s my number :)
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At the end of last year Robert Smyth Academy set a crime fiction writing competition and
we were able to feature the year 7 winner in our Winter 2021/2022 magazine. In this edition
we would like to showcase the year 8 winner, Jamie Fordham and congratulate him on his
creative entry.

A terrifying tale of a
cruel Victorian crime

By Jamie Fordham

I didn’t mean to, I didn’t mean to kill him. It just
took over, I was a slave to my anger, imprisoned in
my own mind.
Sorry if I get you, I am, but at least I will have
warned you. At least you will have known.

Photo by Evelyn Carvajal from Pexels

I should
teach you
a lesson...

A pale light
fought its
way through
the endless
darkness. Mist
dragged itself
through the air,
the occasional
droplet slicing
through an
eerie silence.
The streets
were deserted,
shadows ready to
jump out at weary
passers-by…

The sound of footsteps echoed up and down.
The streets’ lonely slumber disturbed. A figure in
a long cloak walked agitated and clear through a
typically Victorian street. The brain-busting odour
of an uncaring butcher’s work spread like an army
to cover as much ground as possible. As the figure
neared the end of the road they ducked out of sight
into an alleyway. Musty, mouldy damp walls closed
from both sides, litter strewn across a damp floor.
The figures breath had quickened to an unsteady
rhythm, eyes darting. Then halfway down the alley
they stopped.
My heart pounded. I’m sure I had seen someone,
something. Fear was rising in my chest ready to
explode. But, there was nothing, silence. I started
again. What a mistake.
A scream echoed through the night - shrill, sharp
and shriek. A man leapt up and started cursing in
a foreign language. He was extremely thin, a ripped
and grimy top clung to him. In parts his hair had
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clearly been ripped out, his
teeth yellow crooked slabs in
a wide, thin mouth. His nose
had recently been broken.
Ripped dirty parts of ear
hung from an oval head. He
barred the figure’s way still
shouting.

“you
filthy old
scumbag,
you slimy
old toad”

“Sir please, I have somewhere to be, I didn’t
mean to, I didn’t see you.” The figure’s voice was
pleading.
The man answered. “Ah, English scum, who thinks
just because I don’t have a full pocket of gold you
can stand on me, I’m just a peasant!” the man’s
voice was harsh and unpractised.
“No sir, I didn’t mean that at all.”
“I should teach you a lesson.”
“Don’t sir, for your own good.” The figure was still
pleading. The words a mistake.
“Are you threatening me?” he roared.
“No sir, sir.”
“You filthy old scumbag, you slimy old toad.”
My heart was racing. I was scared, scared for
him, I felt anger in my chest. I knew it was his
last chance. “Sir don’t, I’ll kill you!” I was near
screaming now. He didn’t answer and instead he
bent down and picked something up. I knew it was
too late now as the knife glinted in the moonlight. I
became a prisoner once more.
Five minutes later…
Silence was broken again. A figure in a cloak that
brushed the ground and something strapped to
their back, tiptoed down the alley. They showed no
remote surprise at the body on the floor, ripped,
torn, destroyed. “Another attack the same as the
first. I need to stop this beast before his anger kills
us all.” They swung the scythe from their back,
flicked the parts of the body they could find to the
side and ran into the endless darkness.

Hostile
architecture and the
homelessness
stigma
There are around
By Olivia Hall

As the rates of rough sleepers surge, as does
the disdain for homeless culture.
There are around a quarter million homeless
people in the UK. With such a large population of
homeless people, it is obscene that there is still the
stigma against this group. Care and consideration
for the homeless has begun to rise as more people
take a stand for their right to respect. However, both
directly and indirectly people who are homeless still
face a lot of discrimination. One public example of
this is hostile architecture.

“an urban-design
strategy that
uses elements
of the built
environment to
purposefully
guide or restrict
behaviour.”

a quarter million
homeless people in
the UK.

Whether or not you agree with the way the
government and private bodies handle
homelessness, I hope that this opens your eyes to
some of the simplistic ways and seemingly innocent
ways in which homeless people are excluded
from modern society. By highlighting some of
these examples around our local area we can
help others to realise that this is not an acceptable
way to treat our fellow citizens. The importance of
awareness and understanding
of these issues is the first step
in acknowledging that not
everyone benefits from modern
architectural advances. We
cannot leave anyone behind due
to our own ignorance, negligence
and downright prejudice against
certain people within our
communities.
People suffering from homelessness are not a stain
on society and don’t deserve to be treated as such.

Hostile architecture is described on Wikipedia as
“an urban-design strategy that uses elements of the
built environment to purposefully guide or restrict
behaviour.” This style of design often targets those
who rely on public spaces, such as the homeless.
Whilst there are justifications for these designs, it is
often clear that the underlying intention is to block
homeless people from having a safe space to sleep.
One example of this are the arm rests separating
sections of a bench. These can be implemented to
help elderly people get up from their seat, however
they also prohibit people from lying down on the
bench and sleeping there. Another example are
the spikes on the ground underneath overpasses,
without which these spaces could be used for
shelter.

Care and
consideration
for the homeless has
begun to rise
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Q&A

In partnership with
The Speak Out Team

This is our third article in partnership with LILT.
You can read the previous articles in our past two
editions of Speak Out or visit our new website
where there is lots of information on how to access
mental health services for young people.
What are the mental health services available
for young people in Market Harborough?

addition, Practice websites have links into other
services that can be accessed either online or
via telephone.
How do you advertise this information to young
people?
We are working with partners within Harborough,
not least Harborough District Council, to develop
improved digital platforms that will inform and
educate. In addition, both PCNs are developing
websites which link into and compliment the
practice websites. In addition to this we are very
keen to work with younger people to tailor our
digital platforms and presence to the needs of
younger people.

Both PCNs (Primary Care Networks) in
This is something that we really want to
Harborough have now employed Mental
improve on and this partnership with
Health Practitioners to work within
the Speak Out Magazine is a good
general practice and support
start but we would very much like
Visit our Wellbeing
patients with mental health
to learn more about how our
resources section of our
issues. These are for patients
younger population like to be
new Speak Out website
aged 18 or over. For patients
communicated with so we can
for lots of useful website
aged 17 and under there
ensure that we are able to get
links for mental health
is a defined pathway from
our message out there.
support.
the GP practice through to
CYP (Children’s and Young
How are you making these
www.speakout.org.uk
Persons) services who may
services more desirable for
want to work with other
young people to use/access?
organisations to coordinate
The NHS and its constituent
care for younger people.
parts were set up in 1948 to
In addition, there are mental
health services based at both St Luke’s Treatment
Centre and in Wigston (this base serves a large
geographical area including Market Harborough).
Specialist services for younger people (under 18)
are provided by Leicestershire Partnership Trust’s
(LPT) Children’s and Adolescent Mental Health
Service (CAMHS) which can be accessed through
your general practice. The Improved Access
to Psychological Therapies (IAPT) services are
available with online advice and self-referral but
these are available to over-18s only.
How can young people access the digital
platforms for primary and mental health care?
Visit your GP Practice website and create a login
for the online system. Then you can access
your records, make requests for appointments,
prescriptions, ask questions, access information
about your practice and the services available. In
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serve the population as a whole.
That population is now very different to 74 years
ago and the ways in which individuals learn about,
access and use services has changed beyond
recognition. Now there is awareness that different
sections of society (age, ethnic background,
gender, etc.) access services in various ways. One
of the reasons for the LILT wanting to work with
younger people is to allow it to inform its member
organisations to work more effectively with
younger people and design their services, and
access to those services, in a way that make them
desirable to young people. Recognising that the
health and wellbeing of individuals is affected,
both positively and negatively, by the environment
and how the individual interacts with it means
we are working together to improve access to
and knowledge of a wide range of services from
classic health provision through to exercise and
outdoor activities.

Speak Out turns
By The Speak Out Team

Speak Out Magazine is celebrating its10th
birthday so we’re shining a light on this
momentous occasion. Back in February of 2012
Speak Out magazine was born. Since then,
around twenty editions have been released and
with each issue the content has evolved. The
mantra behind Speak Out is to give young people
a platform to share their views. At Speak Out we
care what young people think, and over the last
10 years we like to
think we’ve made
our mark in Market
Harborough and
the local community
and potentially
evoked some
changes. Hopefully
this same ethos will
be shared for many
more years to come.
Over the years Speak
Out has touched
upon many topics
The first edition from 2012
that are relevant to
young people. For example, our first ever edition,
produced back in 2012, was solely based on the
environment. The impact of a single-topic edition
of the magazine may have influenced our readers
to make more conscious environmental decisions,
which in turn inevitably help save our planet - that
can only be a positive thing! As well as raising
awareness about global issues, we also showcase
projects that are assisting young people in the
local area, such as highlighting the Travelling
Forward project which HCYC runs working with
the young Gypsy, Roma and Traveller communities
in the Harborough District.
As part of our 10 year celebrations, we are proud
to announce that a website will be part of the
Speak Out family very soon. This will allow
Speak Out to become more central to the rest of
the charity’s work and have the capacity to further
express the views of young people from all our
other groups from the Chill Out and Travelling
Forward projects, enabling everyone to have a
read and most importantly have a voice. Over the
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years we have been incredibly
lucky to have received funding
to expand the magazine and now to
develop an online presence. This has meant
more pages within the magazine; from the
original 4-page spread to our current 12,
and now the launch of our own website.
The spotlight on the magazine will not dim
but will cast wider so the same great content
will also be easily viewed via a phone or
laptop. You can also expect lots of additional
content, including more articles focusing on
even more topics, such as mental health and
wellbeing. We will be able to display even more
of your artwork and keep you up to date with
events that are happening locally. The website
will be updated regularly, keeping you occupied
while you wait for the next edition of your favourite
termly magazine.
We have been fortunate to work alongside Jordan
at Whimsie Creative to create our new online
space and he has truly transformed our ideas into
reality. The website is simply mesmerising, the
colour scheme is bold and bright and utilises the
colours form our new Speak Out logo. Our aim is
to be inclusive
and to reflect
the diversity of
our team and
our readers of
all ages from
11-18 and
the website
definitely
replicates this.
Our website and new logo

If you already
enjoy reading the Speak Out magazine
then we are certain you will love the
website, just as much as we do.
Go and take look for yourself at
www.speakout.org.uk At Speak Out, we
welcome any young people who are interested
in contributing to the website so that we can
make it as dynamic as possible. Visit the website
and find out how to get in touch.
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Chill Out
Projects
HCYC is a local charity focused on
delivering services and projects to meet
identified needs and gaps in services for
children and young people across the
Harborough District.

Current Term-Time Drop in/
Open Access Provision
South Kilworth “SKY” Club
Day: Wednesdays
Time: 6:45 to 8:45pm
Age Range: 8 to 16
Venue: South Kilworth Village Hall
Contact us for more info
Fleckney Youth Club
Day: Wednesdays
Time: 7.00 to 8.30pm
Age Range: 11 to 16
Venue: At Fleckney Baptist Church Hall
In partnership with Fleckney Parish Council
Great Easton Youth Club
Day: Starts Monday 25th April
Time: 5.45 to 7.15pm
Age Range: 11 to 16
Venue: Great Easton Village Hall
In partnership with Great Easton
Parish Council

www.hcyc.org.uk

Word of the issue!
Meraki:

SPEAK
OUTturns
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Birthday party &
website launch

Friday 6th May

5 - 7pm

The Cube
on Symingtons
St Mary’s Rd
Market Harborough
LE16 7DS

to put a piece of your soul into what you do
Tell us how you think
we could improve
the magazine by
emailing:
speakout@hcyc.org.uk

Have Yo
ur Say

!
see you there

Egg-cellent
Easter
artwork
from one of our
Travelling Forward
members
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